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Via Email: i.kloeze@qreysauble.on.ca

Grey Sauble Conservation Authority
237897 lnglis Falls Road
R.R. #4
Owen Sound, ON N4K5N6

Attention Mr. Jacob Kloeze

Re Revised Lot Grading Plan
Lot 5, Plan 16M-1, Eagle Ridge Drive
Municipality of Meaford

Dear Jacob,

Further to your requests from the Owners, the Lot Grading Plan has been revised to accommodate the onsite sewage
treatment system on the east side of the proposed dwelling and up on the flatter portion of the site. The flatbed biofilter
system designed by Mac Taylor will be located at least 15m from the existing treed slope with only the shallow sand
mantle extending to the edge of the existing slope. This will reduce the necessary grading and maintain the existing
trees on the lower slope. The tank for the treatment unit will be located near the east side of the dwelling and away from
the existing slope. Mr. Taylor excavated a number of testholes along the top of the existing slope and reported that the
undisturbed shallow and stiff clay/shale was generally located 2m below grade. The native clay/shale soils are also
evident from the re-grading work undertaken on the site. Based on the proposed layout for the onsite sewage system,
and the underlying stiff clay/shale at depths of approximately 2m, the sewage system can be constructed without
compromising the stability of the existing slope.

With respect to the construction of the proposed dwelling and future pool, we have included a cross section A-A to better
present the grades and scale of the slope through the proposed pool on the north side where the house extends slightly
into the existing slope.

As shown, the finish grade between the pool and boat basin will have a slope of 3.5 to 1 or flatter which is considered
acceptable for reconstructed slopes. ln addition, the footings for the pool and house will be required to be stepped down
below the existing fill on the slope and bear directly on suitable undisturbed soil. The theoretical influence slope line from
the house footings to the pool footings below the fill will be flatter than 2.5 to 1. Therefore, the foundation can be
constructed following standard construction practices with reinforcing steel recommended in the footings and foundation
walls. Forthe house, the reinforcing steel should also be extended at least 10m horizontally into the foundations that
connect the lower and upper footings along the jogs and sides of the house.

We have also added a note on the plan to have the Contractor notify GM BluePlan Engineering at the time of excavation
to confirm the soil conditions in the area of the stepped footings.

For the pool foundation, the final design will have to be reviewed by the designer and the foundation be reinforced
accordingly as part of the Phase 2 construction.

Itisunderstoodthatcurrentzoningwillrequireamendmentstoreflecttheproposeddevelopmentofthelot. lndiscussions
with Mr. Ron Davidson, the planner preparing the application for the Owners, it is desirable to modify the zoning to
incorporate the limits of the development and in particular, the construction of the structures. Therefore, we hlve
presented on the revised lot grading plan, the limits of the "Development Zone" in proximity to the slope which can
accommodate the proposed structures based on the referenced design recommendations for soil bearing depths and
minimum influence slope lines of 2.5 to 1 for the footings. The proposed zone includes a 6m setback fbr structures
covered under the OBC.
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I trust that these revisions to the lot grading plan and the requirement for follow-up inspections to confirm the soil
conditions during construction are satisfactory to the GSCA to support the proposed development and amendment to
the zoning. Should you have any further comments or requirements, do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Yours truly,

GM BLUEPLAN ENGINEERING LIMTTED
Per:

ts)L&*
Wm. E. Dubeau, P.Eng
WED/mr

Encl.

Berner Contracting : Mark Berner, via Email - mark@bernercontractinq.com
Owners, via Email- iustinekotlarz@hotmail.com; ieff.windermeregardens@$nail.com
Ron Davidson, via Email - ronalddavidson@roqers.com
Municipality of Meaford: Rick Carefoot, CBO, via Email- rcarefoot@meaford.ca
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